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Abstract: The industrial internet of things (IIoT) is a key pillar of the intelligent society, integrating
traditional industry with modern information technology to improve production efficiency and
quality. However, the IIoT also faces serious challenges from advanced persistent threats (APTs), a
stealthy and persistent method of attack that can cause enormous losses and damages. In this paper,
we give the definition and development of APTs. Furthermore, we examine the types of APT attacks
that each layer of the four-layer IIoT reference architecture may face and review existing defense
techniques. Next, we use several models to model and analyze APT activities in IIoT to identify their
inherent characteristics and patterns. Finally, based on a thorough discussion of IIoT security issues,
we propose some open research topics and directions.

Keywords: industrial internet of things; advanced persistent threat; security analysis; modeling
analysis
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1. Introduction

The industrial internet of things (IIoT) refers to the application of internet of things
(IoT) technology in the industrial field, achieving intelligent interconnection and data
exchange by connecting various sensors, equipment, and networks [1]. IIoT aims to achieve
digital transformation, increase production efficiency, reduce costs, improve product quality,
and coordinate supply chains, with applications spanning fields such as manufacturing,
energy, utilities, and transportation [2,3].

With the development of technology, IIoT is widely used in the field of industrial
automation and intelligence, which helps to improve the efficiency and quality of industrial
production. At the same time, IIoT is vulnerable to advanced persistent threat (APT)
attacks due to its evolving technological paradigm [4]. The increasing interconnectivity of
industrial infrastructure equipment has expanded the attack surface, making it a prime
target for network attacks [5]. The threats facing the IIoT can not only cause enormous
property damage but also threaten human life and safety [6]. APTs refer to the behavior of
highly specialized hackers or cybercriminal organizations that use targeted, hard-to-detect,
and long-lasting attack methods to attack a specific target [7]. Compared to traditional
attacks, APTs are not used to disrupt services but mainly to steal intellectual property,
sensitive internal business, legal documents, and other data [8].

We summarize the reasons why IIoT is vulnerable to APT attacks as follows:
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• Complexity [9]: IIoT networks usually consist of equipment and systems, including
sensors, controllers, gateways, and cloud services. The complexity of these types of
equipment and these systems make them vulnerable to attacks, and attackers can hide
and spread within them.

• Centralized control [10]: IIoT networks are usually managed by one or more central
control systems, which can be invaded and controlled by attackers, thus gaining
control over the entire network.

• Insecure design [11]: Many types of IIoT equipment and many IIoT systems are
designed for ease of use, without sufficient consideration for security. For example,
some types of equipment may use default usernames and passwords, making them
vulnerable to password-based attacks.

• Lack of updates and patches [12]: Many types of IIoT equipment and systems run
for long periods without updates and patches, making them vulnerable to attacks
exploiting known vulnerabilities.

• Data sensitivity [13]: Data in IIoT networks are often sensitive, and attackers can use
these data for espionage, ransomware, and other malicious activities.

From an attack point of view, IIoT often involves more complex network architec-
tures [4,5] and usually involves higher security risks [6]. Through these works [4–6,9–13],
we compare IoT and IIoT in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison between IoT and IIoT.

Feature IoT IIoT

Definition Internet system connecting Internet of things system
equipment and networks applied in industrial field

Application area
Family, medical care,

agriculture,
Factory automation,

equipment monitoring,
urban management, and

transportation
quality control, and logistics

management

Equipment types Smartphones, watches, and
home appliances Robots, sensors, and PLC

Communication mode Wireless network technology Communication protocol

Data transmission Large quantity, little influence Little quantity, great influence
on transmission speed on transmission speed

Usual network structure Smart equipment and cloud
services Multiple types, multiple levels

Usual security risks Personal information,
behavioral habits

Key infrastructure, production
safety, and personnel health

In summary, IIoT provides great convenience for human production and life but also
faces APT attacks. This review summarizes APTs and defense methods at each layer of the
IIoT architecture and analyzes APT activities by establishing models.

1.1. Contributions

When facing APTs in IIoT, Qi et al. [14] implemented network security policies and
measures to directly prevent APTs. The work [15] identified APTs through detection technology
to prevent attacks. Reference [16] provided various methods to protect IIoT equipment and
data. For defending against APTs, there are specific measures in three directions.

(1) Strategies and measures including network isolation, access control, and encryp-
tion [14]. Network isolation refers to isolating IIoT from other networks to prevent
APT attacks from spreading to IIoT [17]. This approach can reduce the scope of attacks,
but it also reduces system flexibility and availability and requires more management
and maintenance costs. Access control refers to authenticating users and equipment
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and controlling their access to ensure system security [18,19]. This approach can
provide some security guarantees, but it requires maintaining and managing a large
amount of authentication information, increasing management costs. Encryption
technology refers to using encryption technology to protect data transmission and
storage [20]. This approach can provide a certain degree of security guarantee, but it
may have a certain impact on system performance, and there is a risk of password
cracking. However, these methods affect the smoothness and efficiency of production
and industrial processes. Moreover, they cannot completely prevent APT attacks as
attackers can use advanced techniques to bypass these measures.

(2) Detection technologies include network traffic monitoring-based, anomaly detection-
based, attack graph-based, behavior analysis-based, and artificial intelligence-based
methods [15]. The network traffic monitoring-based method detects and analyzes
abnormal data flows and behaviors in the IIoT network by monitoring the network
flow to identify possible APT attacks [21,22]. However, this method depends on the
accuracy and efficiency of flow monitoring. If attackers adopt covert attack methods
such as staged attacks and forged traffic, this method may not effectively detect attacks.
The anomaly detection-based method models the behavior of IIoT system equipment
and users and detects abnormal behavior to identify possible APT attacks [23]. This
method requires sufficient data training and modeling and also needs to handle
a large number of false positives and false negatives. It also needs to overcome
the challenge of attackers adopting covert attacks. The attack graph-based method
identifies possible APT attacks by analyzing the attacker’s attack path and target on
the IIoT system [24]. This method requires comprehensive security modeling and
attack graph analysis of the IIoT system, but the components and connections in the
IIoT system are often very complex. Therefore, the modeling and analysis work of this
method requires a high human and time cost. The behavior analysis-based method
analyzes the behavior of equipment, users, and networks and detects any abnormal
behavior [25]. The behavior analysis-based method may have a higher false positive
rate because normal behavior may be mistaken for abnormal behavior, thus increasing
management and maintenance costs. Artificial intelligence uses machine learning
and deep learning algorithms to monitor the behavior of IIoT systems and detect
abnormal activities [26]. Machine learning and deep learning algorithms may generate
false positives or false negatives, so the algorithms need to be continuously improved
and trained. In conclusion, these detection methods require sufficient labeled data
in industrial environments, which increases costs. In addition, attackers can use
adversarial techniques to deceive detection methods, further increasing the difficulty
of defending against APTs in IIoT.

(3) Using hardware security, firewalls, and vulnerability management for the security
of IIoT equipment and data [16]. Hardware security refers to the use of hardware
equipment and security chips to protect the security of IIoT [14,18]. This method can
provide high security but is costly and also carries the risk of supply chain attacks and
physical attacks. Firewalls refer to the use of firewalls between the IIoT system and
external networks to limit access and traffic [27]. The disadvantage is that firewalls
may not be able to prevent all attacks, such as APT attackers who may use disguised
traffic or application-based attacks. Vulnerability management refers to the timely
discovery and repair of vulnerabilities in the system to avoid APT attacks [28,29].
This method requires continuous vulnerability scanning and management and timely
patching, but this may take a lot of time and effort, and attackers may find new
vulnerabilities to attack the system.

Overall, there are many methods to prevent APT attacks in IIoT systems, but each
method has its own limitations and flaws. Therefore, it is necessary to comprehensively
apply these methods and continuously improve and optimize the security protection
mechanisms of IIoT systems based on practical situations. To provide a more detailed
description and analysis of the APT activities faced by IIoT, this paper proposes a series
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of recommendations for the security of IIoT networks through a layered study of APTs in
industrial IoT. Specifically, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A comprehensive introduction to the definition and classification of APTs in industrial
IoT. This survey lists the differences between APTs and traditional attacks from
different dimensions and explores typical examples of APT attacks.

(2) A deep understanding of APTs in IIoT, and a layered study can help reveal the APT
attacks faced by IIoT. This survey identifies potential weaknesses and vulnerabilities
and APT attacks faced by each layer by analyzing attacks at different levels, such as
the perception layer, transmission layer, platform layer, and application layer.

(3) Providing effective defense strategies for IIoT security. This survey provides multi-
layer security defense mechanisms for IIoT security and helps propose security re-
inforcement strategies for APTs in IIoT through various models to characterize and
analyze APT activities fundamentally.

(4) Outlook on the trends and research directions of APTs in future IIoT. This survey
points out the current hotspots and challenges of APT research in IIoT, as well as pos-
sible solutions and development directions in the future, such as artificial intelligence
and machine learning.

In a nutshell, this survey conducts a comprehensive and in-depth study of APTs
in IIoT and proposes a series of feasible solutions and future research directions. These
contributions will help improve the security of IIoT and ensure the stability and reliability
of the production process.

1.2. Organization

The remaining parts of this review are structured as follows. Section 2 gives the
definition and development of APTs. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the APTs
and defense mechanisms that each layer of IIoT architecture faces. Section 4 analyzes the
models adopted when IIoT is faced with APTs. Section 5 performs a work comparison.
Section 6 discusses some notable open research issues. Section 7 concludes the review.

2. Definition and Development of APTs

The definition of APTs is a new attack and security threat to a specific target by orga-
nizations (especially governments) or small groups using advanced attack methods. APTs
are organized, targeted, covert, disruptive, and persistent. Unlike ordinary attacks or hacks,
APTs are sophisticated, continuously latent, and difficult to track. Through works [7,8], the
main characteristics of APTs are (1) well-targeted and harmful; (2) well-organised and well-
resourced; (3) multiple attacks and continuous attacks; and (4) highly covert and difficult to
trace. In Table 2, we compare traditional attacks and APTs in seven respects.

Table 2. Comparison between traditional attacks and APTs.

Feature Traditional Attacks APTs

Attack mode Viruses, worms, and
ransomware

Social engineering, exploit,
and backdoor attack

Purpose Acquire property or destroy
the system

Long-term access and control
system

Discovery difficulty Easily detected and
intercepted

Difficult to detect and
intercept

Attacker skill Basic skills and tools Advanced skills and tools

Defense strategy Antivirus software, firewall,
and encryption

Network monitoring,
intrusion detection, and

response system

Consequence System interruption or
data loss

Data leakage, financial loss,
and reputation damage
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APTs have been studied for many years and pose a serious threat to IoT equipment [30].
APTs not only cause significant financial losses but also threaten human life safety [31].
The most significant feature of APTs is that they can evade high-level security systems,
steal or manipulate information, and have a negative impact on equipment [32]. Stuxnet,
an example of an APT, is a malicious virus that specifically targets industrial control
systems. It disrupted the power generation plan of an Iranian nuclear power plant, delaying
the program for four years [33]. The work [34] shows that Stuxnet infected over 45,000
industrial networks worldwide. Table 3 lists some famous APT attacks in recent years.
Through these examples, we can draw the conclusion that APT is characterized by an
extremely strong purpose; extremely advanced and complex attack methods, which were
used before the vulnerability circle was made public; and finally attacks with a long attack
time span, and hidden attacks.

Table 3. Attack cases of APTs in recent years.

Name Time (Year) Target Description

Industroyer [35] 2016 Ukrainian power grid
Power outages in
some areas last for

several hours

TRITON [36] 2017 Saudi oil factory Destroy its safety
control system

VPNFilter [37] 2018 The whole world Infected router
equipment

LockerGoga [38] 2019 Norwegian
aluminum company

The factory was
forced to shut down

for several days

Winnti [39] 2020
Organizations in
North America,

Europe, and Asia

Stealing sensitive
information and

intellectual property
rights

DarkSide [40] 2021
American Colonial

Oil Pipeline
Company

The oil pipeline was
paralyzed for a week

As a result, APTs have long durations and significant impacts. Studying the propa-
gation patterns of APTs in IIoT and effective defense strategies against APTs in IIoT has
become a critical and meaningful research topic for many scholars and companies. This is
particularly crucial for preventing security issues in IIoT.

3. APTs Faced by IIoT and Its Defense Methods

In the previous section, we describe the definition and development of APTs. In this
section, we describe the APTs faced by IIoT and ways to defend against them from the
perspective of IIoT architecture. The IIoT architecture is a higher-level abstract description
of IIoT that helps identify the problems and challenges in different application scenarios.
The design of IIoT architecture needs to emphasize the scalability, modularity, interoper-
ability, and scalability of heterogeneous equipment using different technologies. Several
reference architecture frameworks originated from different application environments
of IoT and IIoT in the past [41]. In reference to studies [42–45], this paper introduces a
widely accepted 4-layer IIoT model as a reference architecture, as shown in Figure 1. This
architecture includes the perception layer, transport layer, platform layer, and application
layer according to different functions. The perception layer consists of various types of
basic chips, sensors, RFID scanners, actuators, and other equipment. In an industrial
environment, all this equipment may be accompanied by equipment such as conveyor
systems and industrial robots. Equipment is responsible for capturing data and gathering
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information. The transport layer can use Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Nb-IoT, LoRa, etc., to transmit
information to the processing system at the next layer. The platform layer is composed of
a server and database, which is responsible for performing many tasks, such as making
decisions, calculating optimization algorithms, and storing a large amount of data. Finally,
the application layer is responsible for meeting the special needs of end users’ applications.
For example, intelligent factories and intelligent robots are considered to be applications of
IIoT. Next, we will introduce these layers one by one, and the APTs and defense methods
that may exist in each layer will be highlighted.

Perception layer Transport layer Platform layer Application layer

Collect and Organize

Management and Control

Figure 1. IIoT architecture.

3.1. Perception Layer

The perception layer of IIoT, often referred to as the equipment layer, is composed
of physical equipment such as industrial equipment and sensors that transmit data to the
upper-level control system through the Internet [46,47]. APT attacks on the equipment
layer may occur through malicious software or hardware intrusion, physical attacks, or
equipment firmware vulnerabilities, among others, in order to gain control of equipment
or steal equipment data.

• Physical attacks [48,49]: Attackers can physically attack equipment, for example, by
disassembling it to obtain confidential information or by destroying it to paralyze
factory production. This attack method requires attackers to have the opportunity to
physically touch the equipment, but once successful, the consequences are usually
severe;

• Human-based attacks [50]: Attackers can directly invade equipment or obtain access
permissions through social engineering, among other methods. This attack method
requires attackers to have certain technical capabilities and knowledge, but once
successfully invaded, attackers can control the equipment for an extended period
without being detected;

• Malware attacks [51,52]: Attackers can invade equipment by infecting them with mal-
ware and controlling them for the attack. This attack method is particularly dangerous
because attackers can control equipment for a long time without being detected;

• Zero-day vulnerability exploitation [53,54]: Attackers can exploit unknown vulner-
abilities to invade equipment and control them for the attack. This attack method
is usually difficult to detect and prevent since the vulnerabilities have not yet been
discovered.

In summary, the APTs that the IIoT perception layer faces are very serious, and
comprehensive measures are needed to strengthen the security of equipment, such as
using antivirus software, regularly updating system patches, and using network isolation.
Additionally, regular security assessments and vulnerability scans are required, as well as
raising employee awareness of security, and strengthening security training and education.
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3.2. Transport Layer

The transmission layer of IIoT, also known as the network layer, primarily provides
ubiquitous connectivity for equipment and transmits generated data from the perception
layer to the platform layer through a heterogeneous communication network aggrega-
tion [55,56]. In the transmission layer, APT attacks may include intrusion into gateways,
eavesdropping or man-in-the-middle attacks on data transmission, and tampering with
protocol conversion; the following are some common examples:

• Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks [57], where attackers can occupy IIoT
network bandwidth and resources by sending a large number of requests, causing
system crashes or becoming unusable;

• Phishing attacks [58], where attackers can send deceptive emails, messages, or other
information to trick users into providing sensitive information or downloading malware;

• Malware attacks [51,52], where attackers can infect IIoT systems by sending malware
or exploiting vulnerabilities, which may lead to confidential data leaks, system crashes,
or other security issues;

• Wireless intrusion attacks [50], where attackers can invade IIoT systems by exploiting
wireless network vulnerabilities. For example, they can use attacks against Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth protocols to obtain sensitive information in the system.

To protect their IIoT networks against these threats, enterprises can take multiple
measures such as strengthening network security monitoring, using secure authentication
technologies, scanning and repairing system vulnerabilities, limiting network access, and
using IoT equipment security protocols. Additionally, it is essential to train employees
effectively on network security education and awareness.

3.3. Platform Layer

The cloud platform layer is the core layer of the IIoT architecture, responsible for data
storage, analysis, processing, and management. In the cloud platform layer, APT attacks
may include intrusion into cloud servers, theft of cloud storage, and tampering with data
analysis. The following are several aspects of these attacks.

• Physical layer attacks [48,49]: Attackers may use physical layer attack methods such
as equipment intrusion and the interception of data streams to undermine the integrity
and reliability of the IIoT platform. This type of attack can continue undetected and
have a significant impact on the IIoT platform;

• Data leakage [59]: Due to the large amount of sensitive data that the IIoT platform needs
to process, data leakage is a serious threat. Attackers may exploit weaknesses to steal
sensitive information and use it for other attacks, such as identity theft and ransomware;

• Supply chain attacks [18,60]: Supply chain attacks involve attackers infiltrating the
IIoT platform through third-party service providers or components in the platform’s
supply chain. This type of attack can last for a long time and cause significant damage
to the platform without being detected.

To address these threats, companies should implement security measures on the IIoT
platform, such as access control, authentication, encryption, vulnerability management, and
security auditing. In addition, companies should maintain security patch updates, strengthen
the monitoring of the IIoT platform, and provide effective cybersecurity training for employees.

3.4. Application Layer

The application layer is the top layer of the IIoT architecture, which includes various
applications and services, such as monitoring, control, diagnosis, and prediction. In the
application layer, APT attacks may include intrusion into applications, tampering with
application interfaces, and theft of user data, among others, as follows:

• Access control attacks [61]: Attackers may gain unauthorized access by stealing
credentials, deceiving users, or exploiting vulnerabilities. Once attackers gain access,
they can manipulate equipment, tamper with data, or steal sensitive information.
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• Malware [51,52]: Attackers may infect equipment or networks with malware to control
them. Malware may include viruses, worms, Trojans, or ransomware, which can
damage equipment or entire systems.

• Denial-of-service attacks (DDoS) [57]: Attackers may launch DDoS attacks to make
target equipment or make systems unavailable. This type of attack typically involves
a large amount of traffic or a large number of requests that exceed the target system’s
processing capabilities, causing it to crash or become unusable.

• Physical attacks [48,49]: Attackers may invade equipment or systems physically, such
as forcibly entering equipment or destroying physical connections. This type of attack
can cause equipment or systems to stop working, lose data, or leak information.

• Social engineering attacks [50]: Attackers may use social engineering techniques to
deceive users or administrators into disclosing credentials or performing inappropriate
operations. This type of attack typically requires attackers to have some understanding
of the target user’s behavior patterns and psychological state.

To address these threats, the industrial internet application layer needs to take a
series of security measures, including access control, encrypted communication, vulnera-
bility management, behavioral analysis, and physical security, to ensure the security and
reliability of equipment and systems.

3.5. Overall Architecture of IIoT

A layered approach to researching IIoT can help deepen our understanding of the
different levels and components of IIoT, refine the APT attack issues faced, improve sys-
temic thinking, support innovation and application, and promote better protection of IIoT.
However, the APT attacks faced by the entire IIoT system are very complex, and this article
summarizes some means of defending against APT attacks.

• Strengthen the security of IIoT equipment [62,63], enhance access control and the
authentication of equipment, use encryption technology to protect data transmission,
regularly update firmware and software to fix known vulnerabilities, and restrict IoT
equipment access to the network;

• Strengthen network security, use security equipment such as firewalls [64] and in-
trusion detection systems [65] to monitor network traffic, and timely identify and
respond to abnormal activity. In addition, technologies such as network isolation [66]
and segmentation can be used to reduce the attack surface and restrict the attack range;

• Implement security auditing and monitoring [67–69], detect and identify any security
events through security auditing and monitoring, and respond to them promptly.
Meanwhile, authenticate and control access for all users and entities accessing IoT
equipment and networks to ensure that only authorized users can access the system;

• Enhance employee security awareness [70,71], strengthen employee security awareness
education, and make employees aware of basic security practices such as strong passwords
and anti-phishing training to reduce the occurrence of internal security threats;

• Implement emergency response plans [72,73], and develop emergency response plans
to quickly identify and respond to security events. This plan should include steps to
deal with vulnerabilities and malicious software, as well as how to protect critical data
and information in the system.

However, these defense methods also have shortcomings. For equipment defense [62,63],
it consumes a lot of resources and time, and may affect the performance and efficiency of
the equipment, and cause conflicts or compatibility problems with other security software
or systems, resulting in increased security risks for users. Network defense [64–66] may be
identified and bypassed by malicious code, resulting in detection failure or false positives,
thereby leaking user privacy data. Implementing security audit and monitoring [67–69]
may block some legitimate software or programs. And employees [70,71] may be deceived
and interfered with by attackers, resulting in poor or worse defense results. Implementing
emergency response plans [72,73] needs to match and adapt to the security system and
strategy of the enterprise, which may lead to difficulties and poor effects in information
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utilization. Therefore, comprehensively adopting the above means can help IIoT systems
resist APT attacks.

4. APT Analysis Model

In the previous section, we summarized the APTs faced by each layer of IIoT and their
defense methods. In this section, we will use modeling analysis to consider factors such as
the attacker’s motivation, the characteristics of the target, and the attacker’s technical and
organizational capabilities. Here are some possible reasons for modeling and analyzing APTs.

(1) High target value: APT attacks typically target high-value targets such as government
agencies, financial institutions, and military units. These targets often have a large
amount of confidential information and financial resources, and once breached they
can bring huge benefits.

(2) Adaptive capability: APT attackers usually use highly organized and coordinated
methods to monitor and study targets for a long time and use flexible methods to
launch attacks, such as social engineering or phishing emails, in order to bypass
traditional security defenses.

(3) Vulnerability exploitation capability: APT attackers usually can discover and exploit
vulnerabilities in the target network, such as insecure applications or incomplete
network isolation, to gain more privileges and control during attacks.

(4) Persistence: APT attackers can usually exist in the target network for a long time
and continue to collect and steal confidential information, making it more difficult to
detect and remove APT attacks.

(5) State support: Some APT attacks are suspected to be supported by states, such as
inter-state espionage activities. These attackers usually have more resources and
technical support, making attacks more complex and difficult to defend against.

By establishing models and conducting analyses, we can better understand the nature
and mechanisms of APT attacks and help formulate more effective defense strategies. This
section will analyze APTs through six models (the threat intelligence model, attack chain
model, diamond model, risk assessment model, machine learning model, and network
simulation model) and make a comparison between these models.

4.1. Threat Intelligence Model

Threat intelligence models are frameworks for analyzing and assessing security threats,
which help organizations and security teams identify and mitigate APT attacks [74,75]. The
following is an APT analysis process based on a threat intelligence model.

• Collect intelligence: Collect APT-related intelligence from various sources, such as threat
intelligence platforms, open-source intelligence, hacker forums, and social media.

• Analyze intelligence: Analyze the collected intelligence to determine information
about APT attack targets, methods, intentions, threats, and other aspects. This can
be done using different techniques such as text analysis, statistical analysis, data
mining, etc.

• Confirm the attack: Based on the analysis results, determine if there is an APT attack.
• Evaluate the threat: Evaluate the level of threat and scope of impact of the APT attack

to develop appropriate response measures.
• Respond and mitigate: Based on the evaluation results, develop and implement the

corresponding response and mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate the threat of
the APT attack.

The authors of [75] used cyber threat intelligence (CTI) to analyze the full lifecycle
of APT attacks, including collecting, analyzing, and evaluating intelligence and adopting
intelligence to defend against APT attacks. The document provided an in-depth under-
standing and practical guidance through cases to help address APT attacks. Reference [76]
used technical threat intelligence (TTI) to analyze APT attacks, providing technical analysis
such as identifying attacker TTPs and revealing attack characteristics, patterns, and impacts
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to provide information for defense and response. Gao et al. [77] introduced the use of
open-source cyber threat intelligence (OSCTI) to analyze APT attacks, which not only
helped detect and deal with APT attacks but also improved the understanding and analysis
capabilities of threat intelligence to protect network security. In [78,79], structured threat
information expression (STIXTM) was used to achieve network threat intelligence and
information sharing, addressing the hidden dangers of using a large amount of complex
network security information today. The authors [80] used STRIDE to analyze and evaluate
security threats faced by systems or applications, helping developers identify and miti-
gate potential security risks at the design stage and improving the security of systems or
applications.

To wrap up, analyzing APT attacks using a threat intelligence model is an important
security task. It can help organizations understand attackers’ behavior patterns, technical
means, and attack goals and take targeted security measures to protect networks and
sensitive data. It can also help organizations identify the types of APT attacks, evaluate the
level of threat, and provide response measures. Furthermore, using a threat intelligence
model to analyze APT attacks can establish a sound security system, improve security
defense levels, and reduce risks and losses.

4.2. Attack Chain Model

The attack chain model [81–86] is based on the attacker’s analysis of the attack chain.
The attack process is broken down into multiple stages, taking into account the different
methods and techniques that an attacker may use. By modeling and analyzing the attack
chain, potential attack paths and vulnerabilities can be identified, providing guidance for
defense and response.

Different attack chain models have different divisions and naming conventions, but
they typically include the following common steps.

• Reconnaissance: The attacker gathers information about the target, such as IP ad-
dresses, operating systems, and vulnerabilities.

• Weaponization: The attacker creates malicious payloads, such as Trojans, backdoors,
and ransomware, and combines them with transmission carriers such as emails, web
pages, and documents.

• Delivery: The attacker sends the malicious payload to the target or lures the target to
visit a malicious website.

• Exploitation: The malicious payload exploits vulnerabilities in the target system or
user actions to execute malicious code.

• Installation: Malicious code installs backdoors or other malware on the target system
for persistent control.

• Command and control: The malware communicates with the attacker’s remote server,
receiving instructions, or sending data.

• Execution: The malware executes the final goal according to the attacker’s instructions,
such as stealing data, destroying the system, or spreading ransomware.

Different attack chain models may divide or merge these steps or add additional steps
to adapt to different scenarios and requirements. Table 4 shows some common attack chain
models and their developments.

The attack chain model is a useful way to analyze APT attacks, which can help us
better understand the attackers’ behavior and intent and detect and respond to attack
activities in a timely manner. By using the attack chain model, we can gain insight into the
attackers’ attack strategy, improve overall security, identify threats, discover vulnerabilities,
and take preventive measures in time.
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Table 4. Attack chain model and its development.

Model Step Characteristic

Lockheed Martin network
Reconnaissance,

weaponization, delivery,

Based on military terminology,
it is assumed that the attacker

performs the

kill chain [81,82]
utilization, installation,
command and control,

and action

steps in a linear order with
malware as the center

MITRE ATT and CK [83,84]

Initial access, execution,
persistence, privilege

escalation, defense evasion,

Pay attention to the attacker’s
tactics, techniques,

credential access, discovery,
lateral movement,

aggregation, penetration
testing, and impact

and procedures, which are
nonlinear, finer-grained, and

more comprehensive

Unified kill chain [85]

Reconnaissance,
weaponization, delivery,
utilization, installation,
command, and control,

Combining the advantages of
Lockheed Martin and MITRE,

action target selection, data
collection, data leakage, and

data destruction

the target and behavior of the
attacker are described in

more detail

XDR framework/
Reconnaissance, weaponiza-

tion/delivery/utilization,

Adapt to the framework of the
XDR platform, pay attention

to threat detection and

attack chain [86] command and control/action,
and abnormal user behavior

response across terminals,
networks, and clouds, and

ignore traditional steps

4.3. Diamond Model

The diamond model [87] is a framework used for analyzing advanced persistent
threats (APTs). It consists of four key elements: the adversary, infrastructure, victim, and
action. According to the diamond model, in APT attacks, the adversary targets specific
victims using its controlled infrastructure and capabilities to achieve its objectives. The
attacker and infrastructure are the initiating factors, while the victim and action are the
targets and results of the attack. The following is a detailed explanation of the diamond
model for APTs [88,89].

• Adversary: Refers to the person or organization that initiates the APT attack. They
typically have clear intentions, as well as the technical and resource capabilities to
execute long-term, covert, and complex attacks. Understanding the characteristics and
capabilities of the adversary is essential for predicting their next actions and taking
appropriate defense measures.

• Infrastructure: Refers to the hardware and software resources used by the attacker.
This includes CC servers, botnets, malware, exploitation tools, and encryption tech-
nologies. The attacker’s infrastructure often changes and evolves to avoid detection
and monitoring by security defense measures.

• Victim: Refers to the person or organization that suffers the APT attack. Victims can be
government agencies, military organizations, businesses, or individuals. APT attacks
typically use social engineering, exploit vulnerabilities, use phishing attacks, and use
other methods to obtain sensitive information or disrupt the victim’s systems, thereby
achieving their attack objectives.

• Action: Refers to the specific actions taken by the attacker during the incident, such
as stealing confidential information, damaging systems, or monitoring the victim.
Understanding the attacker’s actions can help the victim assess the extent of the
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damage and take measures to repair their system and prevent similar attacks from
occurring again.

The work [90] used the diamond model to analyze APTs; discussed the social and
political background and intention of APTs; and helped us understand the core issues of
APT activities, such as who, what, when, where, why, and how. References [91,92] used the
diamond model to analyze the characteristics and behavior of APTs and how to use the
diamond model combined with attribution technology to detect and defend against APTs.

To sum up, the diamond model provides a comprehensive and systematic method
to analyze and understand APTs. By analyzing the relationship between attackers, the
infrastructure, victims, and actions, victims can be helped to better manage risks, thus
protecting their sensitive information and property from the threat of attacks.

4.4. Risk Assessment Model

Risk assessment models are used to quantify threats in IIoT systems, in order to deter-
mine which threats pose a greater risk to system security and prioritize their mitigation.
For example, the risk matrix model [93] is a method of classifying and evaluating risks
based on probability and impact, helping decision-makers identify and manage risks. The
risk index model [94] calculates a risk index by combining factors such as the likelihood
of a risk occurring, its impact, and sensitivity, to reflect the size and severity of the risk.
The risk-scoring model [95] is a method used to predict the probability of an event or
disease occurring, by calculating a risk score based on relevant risk factors. The STRIDE
model [96] categorizes threats into six categories, including spoofing, tampering, repudia-
tion, information disclosure, denial of service, and elevation of privilege, helping analysts
to understand and identify system security threats from the attacker’s perspective and
formulate corresponding mitigation measures.

Regarding the node-level epidemic model [97,98], nodes represent people or things,
and infectious diseases represent malware or attacks . In IIoT, nodes can be equipment or
sensors connected to the system, while malware can be malicious code or attackers. By
simulating the spread of APTs in IIoT, organizations can understand how APT attacks
spread and determine how to reduce the impact of attacks. Park et al. [99] put forward an
evaluation method, which describes the situation of APT attacks with a problem domain
ontology and could evaluate the risk of an APT attack on an organization. The work [100]
used an algorithm to predict the security risk of each node in the network, effectively
evaluated the security situation of the network, helped the defender to take measures to
prevent APT attacks, and improved the security of the network.

In conclusion, risk assessment models can help identify and evaluate the likelihood,
impact, and losses of APT attacks and formulate corresponding defense strategies and
response measures. Risk assessment models can enhance network security awareness and
capabilities and strengthen prevention and resistance to APT attacks. Risk assessment
models can provide a scientific basis and guidance for network security management and
optimize resource allocation and input–output ratios.

4.5. Machine Learning Model

Machine learning models [101,102] are functions that can learn features and patterns
from data, which can be used to analyze APT attack behavior for classification, prediction,
clustering, association, and other purposes. For example, supervised learning algorithms
such as support vector machines (SVM) [103], decision trees [104], and random forests [102],
and unsupervised learning algorithms such as clustering [105] and anomaly detection [106],
can be used to classify and predict, or detect, abnormal behavior and potential threats in
the system.

The advantages of using machine learning models to analyze APTs are the automation
of processing a large number of data and improving analysis efficiency and accuracy.

The ability to use multiple data sources such as network traffic, logs, malware, and
intelligence improves analysis comprehensiveness and depth. Adaptation to constantly
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changing threat environments improves analysis sensitivity and robustness through the
continuous updating and optimization of models. To sum up, using machine learning
models to analyze APT attacks has multiple advantages, which can improve system security
and stability and help organizations effectively respond to APT attacks.

4.6. Network Simulation Model

Network simulation is a method of simulating network operations that can help us
test, evaluate, optimize network performance, predict network behavior, and validate new
network solutions [107]. Commonly used network simulation tools include NS-3 (Net-
work Simulator 3), OPNET (optimized network engineering tool), OMNeT++, MATLAB,
Simulink, GNS3, Riverbed Modeler, NetSim, QualNet, and Cisco Packet Tracer [108,109].

NS-3 is an open-source and highly modular network simulator that provides modules
for many network protocols and supports advanced network models and topologies. OP-
NET is a commercial network simulation tool that provides multiple simulation capabilities,
including network design, performance analysis and optimization, network security, and
more. OMNeT++ is an open-source network simulator that supports various network
technologies, including wireless networks, mobile networks, and the Internet. MATLAB
Simulink is a commercial simulation tool that can be used for network system design, con-
trol system design, signal processing, and more. GNS3 is a free and open-source network
simulation tool that can simulate various types of network equipment such as routers and
switches and supports the simulation of multiple network protocols. Riverbed Modeler is
a commercial network simulation tool that can be used for network design, performance
optimization, traffic analysis, and more. NetSim is a commercial network simulation tool
that can be used for network design, performance evaluation, fault diagnosis, and more.
QualNet is a commercial network simulation tool that can be used for simulating wireless
networks, satellite networks, mobile networks, sensor networks, and more. Cisco Packet
Tracer is a free network simulation tool that can be used for simulating network topology
and configuring network equipment.

Network simulation models can provide a secure, controllable, and repeatable ex-
perimental environment for simulating various stages and techniques of APT attacks,
as well as defensive measures and response strategies for the target network [110,111].
Network simulation models can help network security personnel and researchers gain
a deeper understanding of the principles, characteristics, behavior, and impact of APT
attacks, as well as assess the level of threat and risk evaluation posed by APT attacks
to the target network [112,113]. Network simulation models can help network security
personnel and researchers design and validate new APT detection, prevention, response,
and traceability methods, as well as evaluate their effectiveness and performance [114,115].
Network simulation models can also help network security personnel and researchers
conduct education and training on APT attacks to improve network security awareness
and capability [116,117].

To summarize, network simulation models are based on simulating industrial IoT
systems and simulating the impact and propagation of different advanced persistent threats
on the system to evaluate the security performance and vulnerability of the system. By
simulating and analyzing different attack scenarios, enterprises can understand the threat
propagation mechanisms, scope of impact, and damage caused by APTs and optimize the
security defense of the system.

4.7. Model Comparison

Through the detailed description of the six models above, we summarize that the ad-
vantage of the threat intelligence model [74,75] is that it can provide targeted and practical
threat intelligence information and help organizations formulate effective security strategies
and measures, and its disadvantage is that it relies on external sources of information, which
may lead to the low quality, timeliness, and reliability of the information. The application
of the threat intelligence model to defend against APT attacks lies in the fact that it can help
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organizations obtain and use the threat intelligence information of APT attacks in time, thereby
improving the early warning and response capabilities for APT attacks. The advantage of
the attack chain model [81–86] is that it can provide a clear and complete view of the attack
process and help organizations take corresponding defense measures at different stages, and
its disadvantage is that it may not cover all types and changes of attack methods and may also
be identified and avoided by attackers. The application of the attack chain model to defend
against APT attacks lies in the fact that it can help security personnel analyze the behavior
and purpose of attackers. The advantage of the diamond model [87–89] is that it can provide
a comprehensive and dynamic view of competitive analysis and help organizations discover
their own and others’ strengths and weaknesses, and its disadvantage is that it may ignore
some important factors, such as government policies, cultural differences, and international
cooperation. The application of the diamond model to defend against APT attacks lies in the
fact that it can help organizations understand the various factors that affect APT activities.
The advantage of the risk assessment model [93–96] is that it can provide a systematic and
scientific view of risk management and help organizations formulate reasonable and effec-
tive risk control measures, and its disadvantage is that it may be affected by data quality,
assessment methods, human factors, etc., resulting in inaccurate or incomplete assessment
results. The ability of the risk assessment model to defend against APT attacks lies in the
fact that it can help organizations assess and control the risks associated with APT attacks.
The advantage of the machine learning model [101–106] is that it can provide an efficient
and flexible view of data analysis, help organizations discover hidden information and value
in data, and its disadvantage is that it may be affected by data quality, algorithm selection,
model training, etc., resulting in poor or unstable model performance. The application of the
machine learning model to defend against APT attacks lies in the fact that it can help organi-
zations process and use large and diverse data, such as network traffic, log files, and threat
intelligence, thereby improving the detection and analysis capabilities for APT attacks. The
advantage of the network simulation model [107–109] is that it can provide a controllable and
repeatable network experiment environment and help organizations analyze and understand
the interaction between different network components and devices, and its disadvantage
is that it may not fully reflect all factors and situations in real networks and may also have
some errors and biases. The application of the network simulation model to defend against
APT attacks lies in the fact that it can help organizations design and verify new network
protocols, algorithms, architectures, etc., thereby improving their defense capabilities against
APT attacks.

In order to better and more intuitively understand these six models, we list their
advantages, disadvantages, and applications in Table 5.

Table 5. Advantages, disadvantages, and applications of models.

Model Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Threat intelligence
model

Provide targeted and
practical information

The quality,
timeliness, and

reliability of
information are not

high

Early warning and
response-ability with

regard to APTs

Attack chain model Clear and complete
view of attack process

May be recognized
and evaded by

attackers

Analyze the behavior
and purpose of

attackers

Diamond model
Comprehensive and

dynamic APT
analysis view

Will ignore some
important factors

Understand the
various factors that

affect APTs

Risk assessment
model

Help organizations
formulate reasonable

and effective
measures

Affected by data
quality, evaluation

methods, and human
factors

Assess and control
the risks associated

with APTs
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Table 5. Cont.

Model Advantages Disadvantages Applications

Machine learning
model

Discover hidden
information and

value in data

Affected by data
quality, algorithm

selection, and model
training

Process and utilize a
large number and

variety of data

Network simulation
model

Analyze and
understand the

interaction between
networks and

equipment

Cannot fully reflect
the real network

Design and verify
new network

5. Work Comparison

In this section, we will review the most important previous works of this type about
the position of APTs in a brief and concise form about what they achieved and what new
ideas they presented.

5.1. Technique Study

Network security researchers put forward some important research ideas in the battle
with APTs, which they think are the most advanced and complete strategies [118]. However,
a closer study shows that the proposed architecture is incomprehensible and cannot adapt
to the complex and ever-changing network threat scenarios. Table 6 shows the complete
inspection of various APT detection and prevention strategies proposed by well-known
researchers. In order to fully understand the threat situation of APTs, we summarized the
advantages and disadvantages of each technology.

Table 6. Famous techniques preventing APTs.

Article (Year) Techniques Advantages Limitations

[77] (2021) OSCTI

(1) Natural language processing
pipeline is unsupervised, light-weight,

and accurate; (2) can automatically
synthesize a based-on system audit
query; and (3) has an efficient query

execution engine

(1) Reliability of information sources;
(2) information overload, redundancy;

and (3) privacy and risk of
information

[84] (2020) MITRE ATT and CK
(1) Directly applied to attack diagnosis

and threat mitigation; (2) is highly
predictable against APT attacks

(1) Quantity and quality assurance of
real attack data sets; (2) a lot of time,

manpower, capital, and other
resources lead to the high cost or

low efficiency

[91] (2022) Diamond model

(1) Help organization identify and
track attacker behaviour and targets;

(2) help organizations share and
exchange threat intelligence

information; and (3) reflect the current
threat environment and trends

(1) Inability to cover changing cyber
attacks; (2) information is difficult to

filter, collate, and analyze

[99] (2021) Risk assessment model

(1) Risk assessment against
predictable attacks; (2) assesses the

relative risk of multiple APT attacks;
and (3) helps to establish a proactive

security strategy

(1) The need to fully understand the
characteristics of intelligent and

sophisticated attacks; (2) different
assessments for specific APT attacks

[102] (2021) Random forest
(1) Achieved good results in detecting

APTs; (2) performed better feature
selection and extraction

(1) Large number of high-quality data
required; (2) limited scope for APT

attack detection

[114] (2022) Network simulation

(1) Provide a controlled and
repeatable network experimental
environment; (2) analyze complex

network environments

(1) Some deviation from real APTs;
(2) high-cost of model construction

and maintenance

5.2. Survey Discussion

In [119], the authors surveyed the different types of attacks that an attacker can launch
against IIoT equipment and mentioned ways to mitigate such attacks. In work [120], the
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authors reviewed intrusion-detection and -prevention mechanisms in the IIoT domain and
highlight different protocols, algorithms, and mechanisms. In addition, they compared
different mechanisms used to detect, prevent, and secure IIoT systems. In work [121], the
authors summarized a lifecycle-based approach to APT attacks to address APTs. They
further proposed an APT detection method using machine learning techniques, and the pro-
posed model was divided into two passive phases and three active phases. Mei et al. [122]
provided an overview of APT attacks in terms of their origin and definition; introduced
the attack mechanism, the attack process, and the attack techniques used in each phase;
and classified the detection and defense techniques available in different attack phases
to provide a reference for further defense research. Sengupta et al. [123] classified the
attacks according to the vulnerability object. The individual attacks were then mapped
to one or more layers of the IIoT architecture to enable further discussion of proposed
countermeasures against the most relevant security threats in the industrial internet of
things . Our work examines the types of APT attacks as well as the APT attacks and defense
techniques that each layer of the IIoT reference architecture may face. Further, we use
several models to simulate and analyze APT activities in the IIoT.

However, few people have comprehensively studied and solved the problem of de-
fending against APT attacks. In order to ensure the novelty and new contribution of our
investigation, we have thoroughly compared our work with the existing survey, as shown
in Table 7.

Table 7. Advantages, disadvantages, and applications of models.

Survey Article (Year) Objective Prospect

A survey on the
classification of

cyber-attacks on IoT and
IIoT devices

[119] (2020)

Aims to recognize the
different Cyber-attacks,

which are related to IIoT
equipment and fully

securing IIoT

Must understand the
different Cyber-attacks that

an IIoT network faces to
develop new protection

mechanisms

Intrusion detection and
prevention in industrial IoT:

a technological survey
[120] (2021)

Detect, prevent, and protect
IIoT systems from different

vulnerabilities, threats,
and attacks

Expanding the use of
artificial intelligence, 5G

and blockchain
technologies for

IIoT security

A new proposal on the
advanced persistent threat:

A survey
[121] (2020)

Proposing a new APT
detection model using

machine learning
techniques

A framework based on the
proposed five-stage model

is proposed. Also, build
data sets to train the ML
algorithms used in the

framework

A survey of advanced
persistent threats: attack

and defense
[122] (2021)

Introduction to the various
stages of attack techniques

and classification of
detection and defense

techniques

Research for more APT
attack models

A comprehensive survey
on attacks, security issues,
and blockchain solutions

for IoT and IIoT

[123] (2020)

Design the classification of
IIoT security research fields

and the corresponding
solutions

Develop robust security
solutions to address

emerging threats with the
latest technology

Our work -

Overview and modeling
analysis of APT attacks and

defenses for each layer of
the IIoT system

Combining APT detection
technology, blockchain, 5G,
AI, and big data to defend
against ever-evolving APTs

6. Open Research Problem

IloT security issues cover a range of IloT systems, from the physical security of
connected nodes or equipment; network communication security; and data security during
transmission, transformation, and storage processes, to application security. Due to the
highly specialized nature of APTs, it is questionable whether traditional mechanisms are
still sufficient to protect recent IIoTs, and this section will discuss open research issues in
APTs faced by IIoTs.

• The focus of the work is to ensure specific IIoT architecture, including a network-
physical-social-based security model [124], focusing on the U2IoT architecture [125]
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and secure method grid designed to protect SDN-based IIoT architectures [126]. As
a single security architecture and framework cannot fix the entire IIoT system, a
bottom-up approach is needed to design IIoT security architectures with higher levels
of abstraction. The emphasis of the proposal should be on interoperability issues to
integrate different security mechanisms supported by IIoT technology and cross-layer
security solutions.

• The limitations of traditional point-to-point defense systems and security mechanisms.
The connections and communications between IIoT networks have recently been pro-
tected using traditional network security protocols such as TLS/SSL, IPSec, RADIUS,
and IKE. Most of these security protocols are based on point-to-point defense. For
example, TLS/SSL provides transport layer protection, and IPSec focuses on the MAC,
data link, transport, and network layer of IPv6 and IPv4. As IIoT communication
technologies become more diverse, these traditional security mechanisms, which focus
on point-to-point defense, are less effective against APT attacks. APT attacks can target
any vulnerabilities or weak links in IIoT and application systems, and equipment that
has been hijacked or installed with backdoors can easily infiltrate the IIoT.

• Lightweight and stronger encryption algorithms. Most IIoT communication protocols
and technologies still rely on traditional encryption algorithms such as RSA, MD5,
RC4, and DES-56 to ensure data confidentiality and communication security. How-
ever, some of these algorithms have been proven to be insecure against quantum
attacks. Therefore, a more robust encryption algorithm is needed to adapt to these
communication protocols, such as quantum-resistant NTRU and BLISS algorithms.
In addition, a lightweight but secure algorithm is highly sought after to protect the
limited resources of industrial IoT (e.g., low-energy, low-storage, and low-bandwidth
communication). For example, RC5, SkipJack, high security lightweight (HIGHT),
modified block TEA (XXTEA), and SAFER++ have recently been proposed to protect
wireless sensor networks [127,128].

• Data-centric approach. The data-centric approach aims to protect the data itself, rather
than targeting different networks, communication technologies, and protocols for pro-
tection, regardless of when and where. As there is no single security mechanism and
framework that can cover the entire industrial IoT ecosystem, data-centric approaches
can serve as an alternative solution for IIoT end-to-end security. These data-centric
approaches include homomorphic encryption, attribute-based encryption schemes,
private information retrieval schemes, searchable encryption schemes, and multiparty
computation schemes [129,130]. These schemes mostly ensure the security of data in
transit, data in transformation, and static data, thus greatly addressing interoperability
and scalability issues across IIoT and technology integration with different security
mechanisms.

• Investigate the hacker community. In addition, investigating the hacker commu-
nity can help identify zero-day vulnerabilities before they are exploited. According
to [131,132], some vulnerabilities have been discussed by the black hat community
before being publicly exposed by ethical organizations. Hackers interact and com-
municate with each other through forums, which are user-oriented platforms whose
sole purpose is to enable communication among hackers around the world. These
so-called dark web forums are usually very similar to other normal web forums, where
they discuss programming, hacking, and network security [133,134]. These forums
provide an opportunity for hackers from around the world to exchange their findings,
customized tools, and malware. The existence of such hacker communities is common
in various geopolitical regions, including the United States, Russia, the Middle East,
China, and other regions. This is an increasingly serious global problem. Research in
this area has the potential to have a huge social impact [135].

• Cloud computing. Another area that affects APT defense systems is cloud computing.
Cloud computing provides different types of services and resources that can be used
to send, store, or process data. For defense systems for organizations without cloud
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resources, they can monitor data leakage to unknown or external IPs. However, for or-
ganizations with cloud resources, detecting leakage activities can be very challenging,
and this is an area that needs to be explored due to the multiple cloud resources and
services that can be used to leak data. The proposed defense system should have a
strong correlation model that can correlate interrelated activities involving stealing
organizational data. For example, attackers can use the target organization’s cloud
storage service to steal data instead of sending data directly to their command and
control center through the organization’s network. Using storage services requires
attackers to steal the credentials of cloud users in the organization who have permis-
sion to place or retrieve objects from that storage service. Once credentials are stolen,
they can upload data to storage resources and download data to their command and
control center without being detected using the same credentials.

7. Conclusions

This paper first describes the definition and development of APTs. On the basis of
this, we analyze the APT threats and research status faced by each layer of architecture in
IIoT and review the defense techniques against APTs. Then, we use a variety of models to
analyze the essence of APT activities, to improve the security protection capabilities of IIoT.
Finally, based on the in-depth discussion of IIoT security issues, we propose some open
research topics. The limitations of this survey are the lack of detection and identification
of APT attacks and the exploitation of emerging information technologies. With this, we
should next combine APT detection and identification technologies, blockchain, 5G, AI,
and big data to defend against evolving APTs.
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